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When Reuben discovers an old pocket watch, he soon realizes it holds an incredible power: it can turn
you invisible for fifteen minutes. And the watch's power is even more extraordinary than he knows. Soon,
he's on the run from a despot determined to possess it for himself ...
"The epic grand finale of the Spellshadow series"--Page 4 of cover.
Matt's life changes forever when a family of "witches" moves into the dilapidated Victorian mansion next
door. The Secrets of Hawthorne House is the story of an unlikely friendship, the clash of two radically
different cultures, secret magic, and a search for the long lost Hawthorne treasure.
In the sequel to The Man with the Golden Torc, Eddie Drood is forced to take on some nasty daemons
from another dimension, who arrived in this world at the behest of the Drood family to help battle the
Nazis during World War II and who have decided that they have no intention of leaving.
A Shade of Vampire 10
The Spell
The Secret of Spellshadow Manor 2
Book 1
The Trials of Ildarwood
Lorne Family Vault
Shark Books for Kids Looking for shark books for kids? Best-selling children's writer, Jenny Kellett,
brings you some of the most amazing shark facts in her latest fact book. Did you know that if you're
afraid of sharks you are said to have galeophobia? But I'm guessing if you're looking at this book, you
don't have that! The perfect choice for parents with shark-obsessed kids, this incredible shark book is
sure to be a hit with your mini marine biologists! Sharks are one of the coolest and fiercest of the
ocean's creatures. From the huge but gentle Whale shark to the ferocious Great White - sharks are the
most fascinating of fish. The Ultimate Shark Book for Kidshas over 100 amazing shark facts that kids
will love, as well as a fun wordsearch. This book is a must-have for any young shark enthusiastic. The
book is brought to life with plenty of amazing dozen beautiful shark pictures. Shark facts Did you
know.... - The first recorded shark attack was in 1749; - Sharks never run out of teeth; or - When
attacking their prey, Great White sharks' eyes roll into the back of their heads to prevent their eyes
being damaged? Find these shark facts and many more in The Ultimate Shark Book for Kids, the latest in
a series of animal fact books for kids by author Jenny Kellett.
Continue Violet and Viggo's journey in the EXPLOSIVE third book of the bestselling The Gender Game
series.
“A marital thriller more scary than Gone Girl." —The Washington Post A scathing and exhilarating
thriller that begins with a husband's obsession with the seemingly vacant house next door. It's
wintertime in the Hamptons, where Scott and his wife, Elise, have come to be with her terminally ill
father, Victor, to await the inevitable. As weeks turn to months, their daily routine—Elise at the
hospital with her father, Scott pretending to work and drinking Victor's booze—only highlights their
growing resentment and dissatisfaction with the usual litany of unhappy marriages: work, love, passion,
each other. But then Scott notices something simple, even innocuous. Every night at precisely eleven,
the lights in the neighbor's bedroom turn off. It's clearly a timer . . .but in the dead of winter with
no one else around, there's something about that light he can't let go of. So one day while Elise is at
the hospital, he breaks in. And he feels a jolt of excitement he hasn't felt in a long time. Soon, it's
not hard to enlist his wife as a partner in crime and see if they can't restart the passion. Their one
simple transgression quickly sends husband and wife down a deliriously wicked spiral of bad decisions,
infidelities, escalating violence, and absolutely shocking revelations. Matt Marinovich makes a strong
statement with this novel. The Winter Girl is the psychological thriller done to absolute perfection.
Seven Lessons for Dreamers & Makers features research, stories, wisdom, and insights from SCAD
professors, alumni, and other creative pros to help illuminate current and future college students
looking for their path in life. The book's seven lessons focus on the transformative power of
curiosity, how to find your people, the secret of turning a passion into a profession, and more. As
President Wallace says, "This book is written for every student, no matter where you're studying or
hope to go. Future neurologists, pilots, attorneys, and veterinarians-this book is for you, too! What
has worked for our creative graduates works for everyone who wants to learn, do more, and go further."
The Secret of Spellshadow Manor 5
A Magical Realism Action Adventure
A Novel
Beautiful Monster
The Keep
Wolf's Bane

The second and final book in the Beautiful Monster series has arrived! Liam knows his plan is so preposterous that it will
either be wildly successful... or fatal. But it's a risk he has no choice but to take - for his sake and for Amy's. If Amy
thought her first year at Leopard Academy was a whirlwind, she'd better brace herself for a typhoon.
In this coming-of-age novel, seventeen-year-old high school basketball star Ezekiel "Zeke" Archer has it all: a sweet jump
shot, a full-ride scholarship to a Midwestern basketball powerhouse, and the brightest future. But when Zeke's temper
gets the better of him in the city championship, he is expelled from school, has to forfeit his scholarship, and is left to
ponder his once-hopeful future... While finishing his final high school days in the California educational system's version
of purgatory, Zeke makes a stunning discovery. With the help of a young autistic classmate Zeke befriends, he learns
that the mysterious 7th Dimension, which brought basketball to Earth more than a century ago, has decided to take the
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game away for good -- all because of the ugly event Zeke set into motion in his final game! As he embarks on the
ultimate cross-country road trip to save basketball, Zeke must confront his unsettled past -- including a father he's not
heard from in years and a brother fighting in a war half a world away -- in order to set his life on the right path and rescue
the game he loves.
Produced in cooperation with the National Association of School Nurses, this text includes comprehensive coverage of
the multiple facets of school nursing—from the foundations of practice and the roles and functions of a school nurse
through episodic and chronic illness and behavioral issues, to legal issues and leading and managing within school
settings. Written and edited by school nurses and pediatric experts, it features real-world-tested, best practices based on
evidence and experience. There’s content here that you won’t find in other books, such as health assessments,
individualized health plan development, mental health conditions including adolescent depression, contemporary legal
issues, and current policy statements essential to school nursing.
In a world where we have government of the rich by the rich for the rich, one girl decides to fight back...
School Nursing
Spectres of the Fall
Moonbreaker
The Gender Game 5
A Comprehensive Text
The Gender Lie

The Gender GameBy Bella Forrest
Discover a new world that is so magical, you won't believe your eyes. And it's only a step away.When you truly believe anything is possible, you will be able
to open doors where there were only walls...Like every other typical teenager, fifteen-year-old Oliver Grain doesn't consider himself to be anything special.
Why would he? Everything in his life is perfectly normal. The start to his sophomore year involves fending off bullies, meeting the boy who committed
suicide in his room, and trying to understand why his history teacher, Mr. Gordon, has taken such a personal interest in him. You know... normal stuff.But
when a standard history class turns into a not so standard lesson in the powers of higher consciousness, Oliver begins to wonder just how normal he is. With
a chance to learn how to make the seemingly impossible possible, Oliver finds that he has the ability to open doors-some of which shouldn't exist. With the
discovery of new worlds literally at his fingertips, Oliver finds himself being led straight to Provex City, which puts him in far greater danger than he can
possibly fathom.Welcome to Provex City.PROVEX CITY is the enthralling first installment in the Lorne Family Vault series. A YA speculative adventure
full of mystery, coming-of-age heart, and a world of possibilities that will keep you captivated until the very last page.Perfect for fans of Harry Potter, The
Maze Runner, and The Secret of Spellshadow Manor.Book 1 of a completed 4 book series.What Amazon readers are saying: "Action, Romantic Tension,
Powers. Oh yeah." -Andrea ★★★★★"This book makes different planes of existence feel like they could exist." -Heather C. ★★★★★"Yes, you should
get book 2 while you're buying book one. Just a suggestion! -Tiffany ★★★★"I didn't realize how much I truly enjoyed the characters and plot of this
novel until I picked up my next book. Not many books haunt me days after I finish the last page and leave me wondering "What's next?" -Lizzy L.
★★★★★Buy now and start the adventure today!*Beware of spoilers in the reviews below without spoiler alerts*
Warning - there is some swearing and this book ends with a cliffhanger ending! Book 2 (Deadly Designs picks ups where this one ends off.) The printed form
of this book is 202 pages. Drawing is her world...but when her new pencil comes alive, it's his world too. Her...Storey Dalton is seventeen and now
boyfriendless after being dumped via Facebook. Drawing is her escape. It's like as soon as she gets down one image, a dozen more are pressing in on her.
Then she realizes her pictures are almost drawing themselves...or is it that her new pencil is alive? Him...Eric Jordan is a new Ranger and the only son of the
Councilman to his world. He's crossed the veil between dimensions to retrieve a lost stylus. But Storey is already experimenting with her new pencil and
what her drawings can do - like open portals. It... The stylus is a soul-bound intelligence from Eric's dimension on Earth and uses Storey's unsuspecting
mind to seek its way home, giving her an unbelievable power. She unwittingly opens a third dimension, one that held a dangerous predatory species
banished from Eric's world centuries ago, releasing these animals into both dimensions. Them... Once in Eric's homeland, Storey is blamed for the calamity
sentenced to death. When she escapes, Eric is ordered to bring her back or face that same death penalty. With nothing to lose, can they work together
across dimensions to save both their worlds?
The Secret of Spellshadow ManorSecret of Spellshadow Manor
The Winter Girl
The Chain
The Breaker
Don't Know Jack
Daemons are Forever
Seven Lessons for Dreamers and Makers
Tick tock. Tick tock. Time is slipping through the Novaks' fingers like sand. The only witch with the power to save them is already
within their reach. But how does one fix what one doesn't know exists?
In Provex City, the wolves await. Fifteen-year-old Oliver Grain begins his school year fighting off bullies, learning about the boy
who committed suicide in his room, and trying to understand why his history teacher, Mr. Gordon, has taken such a personal
interest in him. Do you believe in ghosts? Do you believe you can make bullies simply disappear? Do you believe you can walk
through walls? Mr. Gordon tells Oliver: "When you truly believe anything is possible, you will be able to open doors where there
were only walls." And one of those doors leads Oliver to Provex City, which puts him in far greater danger than he can possibly
fathom. Welcome to Provex City.
"It will be your moment, Webber, to show us all your worth. But will you fly or will you fall?" The PENULTIMATE book in the
Spellshadow series as we lead up to the grand finale in Book 6. Buy now! *Beware of spoilers in the reviews below that are without
spoiler alerts*
A magic school story with a spine-tingling twist, for adults or teens who enjoyed Harry Potter... What would you do if you spotted a
man following a young woman, but no-one else could see him? Like most sane people, student Alex Webber thought he was
hallucinating - perhaps he'd consumed something bad at the party he'd been attending that night, or he was severely overtired. But
when he sees the mysterious man following Natalie again the very next day, he can no longer disbelieve his eyes. Although she
denies the man's existence, Alex sees her walking with him down a road in his neighborhood he's never seen before - and can't
help but follow. After a bizarre, but strangely short journey, he finds himself standing before a towering iron gate wreathed in gray
ivy, behind which looms a decrepit old mansion named Spellshadow Manor. Spellshadow, with its beautiful yet sinisterly decorated
hallways, ever-changing outdoor scenery and very unusual residents... Alex will quickly learn it is a place that is as wondrous as it
is deadly. Especially for a normal person like him. What if you found yourself recruited to an institute of magic, only to discover
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you really couldn't do magic? What if your enrollment there was all one big, terrible mistake? If you were at Spellshadow, you'd
keep it a secret. A deep, dark, deadly secret... Because Spellshadow's elusive Head is hiding a secret of his own - one that Alex
soon realizes he and Natalie must uncover at all costs if either of them wishes to leave the Manor alive... and before it's too late.
Mystery, suspense, and oodles of twists and turns; an unforgettable experience awaits you in Spellshadow Manor... Welcome in.
_____________________________________________ *Over 5,050 worldwide 5 star reviews of the series. Overall Top 10 Bestseller.*
Book 1 of a completed series. What Amazon Readers are Saying: "It will leave you breathless and wanting more with each page!
Amazing story! It's a must read if you love Harry Potter." "Magical and mind-blowingly gripping; I couldn't put it down"
"SPELLBINDING! Pure magic." "An absolute delight to read." "a mesmerizing read full of intrigue, mystery, laughter, and
surprises." Buy now! *Beware of spoilers in the reviews below that are without spoiler alerts*
Book 1 of the Design Series
The Secret of Spellshadow Manor 6
The Angel of Highgate
Third Strike
The Secret Keepers
This Was Never About Basketball

Liam Swift is a young man Amy has always admired from afar. She's seen his face a thousand times; on the screen and in magazines. He seems
unstoppable as his talent and beauty send him hurtling toward becoming a Hollywood legend... Until one day - in what appears to be a fit of
madness - he stuns the world by throwing it all away. Not even the most persistent reporter can fathom the reason behind Liam's decision.
Never in Amy's wildest dreams could she have imagined this God of acting would go on to accept employment at her local boarding school. Or
that he'd personally start teaching her drama lessons. It seems life can't get much better for Amy ... until the sound of tortured weeping starts
echoing through the thin walls of her dorm room each night, leading her to stumble upon a horrifying secret Liam had hoped to keep hidden
forever. Scroll up & click the buy button now...
“NOTHING LESS THAN THE WICKEDEST MAN IN LONDON…” It is October 1859, and notorious philanderer Lord Geoffrey Thraxton
cares for nothing except his own amusement. After humiliating an odious literary critic and surviving the resulting duel, he boasts of his
contempt for mortality, and insults the attending physician. It is a mistake he will come to regret. When Thraxton becomes obsessed with a
mysterious woman who appears to him one fog-shrouded night in Highgate Cemetery, he unwittingly provides the doctor with the perfect
means to punish a man with no fear of death…
A magic school story with a spine-tingling twist, for adults or teens who enjoyed Harry Potter... What would you do if you spotted a man
following a young woman, but no-one else could see him? Like most sane people, student Alex Webber thought he was hallucinating - perhaps
he'd consumed something bad at the party he'd been attending that night, or he was severely overtired. But when he sees the mysterious man
following Natalie again the very next day, he can no longer disbelieve his eyes. Although she denies the man's existence, Alex sees her walking
with him down a road in his neighborhood he's never seen before - and can't help but follow. After a bizarre, but strangely short journey, he
finds himself standing before a towering iron gate wreathed in gray ivy, behind which looms a decrepit old mansion named Spellshadow
Manor. Spellshadow, with its beautiful yet sinisterly decorated hallways, ever-changing outdoor scenery and very unusual residents... Alex will
quickly learn it is a place that is as wondrous as it is deadly. Especially for a normal person like him. What if you found yourself recruited to an
institute of magic, only to discover you really couldn't do magic? What if your enrollment there was all one big, terrible mistake? If you were at
Spellshadow, you'd keep it a secret. A deep, dark, deadly secret... Because Spellshadow's elusive Head is hiding a secret of his own - one that
Alex soon realizes he and Natalie must uncover at all costs if either of them wishes to leave the Manor alive... and before it's too late. Mystery,
suspense, and oodles of twists and turns; an unforgettable experience awaits you in Spellshadow Manor... Welcome in.
_____________________________________________ *Over 1,050 worldwide 5 star reviews of the series. Overall Top 10 Bestseller.* What
Readers are Saying: "It will leave you breathless and wanting more with each page! Amazing story! It's a must read if you love Harry Potter."
"Magical and mind-blowingly gripping; I couldn't put it down" "SPELLBINDING! Pure magic." "An absolute delight to read." "a mesmerizing
read full of intrigue, mystery, laughter, and surprises." Order now.
The thrilling GRAND FINALE of the Spellshadow series! Order now. *Beware of spoilers in the reviews below that are without spoiler alerts*
The Secret of Spellshadow Manor
The Secrets of Hawthorne House
Teasing
Harley Merlin and the Secret Coven
A Tangle of Hearts
Summer camp is a traditional teenage rite of passage, but when you add supernatural powers to the
typically high dosage of adolescent hormones – you get an even more combustible mix. Sixteen-year-old
werewolf twins Kate and Logan Danvers are none too thrilled at being shipped off to a supernatural youth
leadership conference in West Virginia. From the moment they arrive at the camp, the twins sense
something is off and they react in their usual manner – Logan reserving judgement and surveying the
setup, while Kate charges forward determined to get answers. Kate and Logan quickly ascertain that most
of the conference attendees have already formed hostile factions, leaving the twins and a few other
misfits to band together. What seems like teen hormones in overdrive becomes something much more
dangerous, even deadly. Add in a strange magic-warded cabin in the woods and a local history rife with
curses and macabre legends, and it becomes clear this was a really, really bad place to build a camp for
teenage supernaturals.
Continues Alex's escape from the Head's clutches.
Alex and his comrades might have escaped the Head's clutches, but where are they now? Continue the
thrilling journey in Book 3 of the bestselling Spellshadow series. Buy now.
A magic school story with a spine-tingling twist, for adults or teens who enjoyed Harry Potter.
The Child Thief
Dr. DOA
Dangerous Designs
The Hunt for Jack Reacher Series
Provex City
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The Gender Game
For nearly 10,000 years, the Trials have been a sacred tradition. But when all of the twelve-year-old
children in Ranewood are banished into the nearest spectral forest, they quickly realize that the
Ildarwood is not nearly as safe as they were told. Stalked by faceless hunters whose souls have been
ravaged by Trials past, the children - now Ildarbound - must learn to control one of nine elements from
the spirit realm to save the Ildarwood, their families, and themselves from an ancient spectral Blight.
Who will master their abilities and rise to fight the growing threat? And who will lose their souls to
the faceless hunters? Their stories are about to unfold... The Trials of Ildarwood: Spectres of the
Fall is the illustrated first entry in S.C. Selvyn's long-awaited epic fantasy series. Written for
teens and adults alike, there is something for everyone in this gripping tale about families and
children who will do whatever it takes to ensure their survival. Read it once, and you'll be hooked.
Read it twice, and you'll uncover countless hidden layers you didn't even notice the first time
through. This edition includes a map of Ranewood, twenty-eight chapter illustrations, and a detailed
appendix containing detailed lore about the world of the Ildarwood. "This book is a phenomenal piece
written by what I can only describe as a gesture from the universe. A true work of art." - Amazon
Reviewer "An incredible fantasy epic, stunningly written with breathtaking artwork, great characters
and a gripping story." - ARC Reader "From the moment you enter the Ildarwood, you are immersed in a
realm that breaks the boundaries of imagination." - Amazon Reviewer The Trials are about to begin. It
is time to enter the Ildarwood.
FBI Special Agents Kim Otto and Carlos Gaspar need the help of rogue ex-military man Jack Reacher, now
a wanted man. But is he their friend or foe? It’s been a while since we first met Lee Child’s Jack
Reacher in Killing Floor. Fifteen years and twenty-one novels later, Reacher still lives off the grid,
until trouble finds him, and then he does whatever it takes, much to the delight of readers and the
dismay of villains. Now someone big is looking for him. Who? And why? Hunting Jack Reacher is a
dangerous business, as FBI Special Agents Kim Otto and Carlos Gaspar are about to find out. Otto and
Gaspar are by-the-book hunters who know when to break the rules—but Reacher is a stone-cold killer and
a wanted man. But whose side is he on? Only secrets hidden in Margrave, Georgia, will tell them.
Ride shotgun with a “James Bond–of-the-supernatural”* as the Secret Histories Novels take you careening
through an alternate London where around every corner a new kind of danger awaits.... My name is Eddie
Drood, aka Shaman Bond, the very secret agent. And I am a dead man walking. I’ve been poisoned by Dr.
DOA. There is no cure, no treatment, no chance of a last-minute miracle. So all that is left to me and
my love, Molly Metcalf, is to track down my killer and stop him before he can murder anyone else. So
whether that means fighting a secret army on another world; or searching for a forgotten weapon in the
Museum of Unattached Oddities; or facing off against Grendel Rex, the Unforgiven God, in the hidden
heart of the Moon, for the terrible secret that is Moonbreaker...I will do whatever it takes, while I
still can. Because the game isn’t over till I say it’s over—and I still have one last card to play.
*SFRevu
The highly anticipated second book of the Spellshadow series "We walk in dreams," the Head had said.
"It was only a matter of time before a nightmare followed us back." "Kingstone Keep. Falleaf House.
Stillwater House. Spellshadow Manor. Seek these places, and do not leave them. Cower within their
walls..." Alex doesn't have all the answers yet, but he and his friends are running out of time. With
Aamir's new position as a professor, they hoped he might be able to help them make a breakthrough in
uncovering the Manor and its Head's secret, but it soon becomes terrifyingly clear that Aamir's
situation is anything but advantageous... As rules begin tightening around Alex like a noose to his
neck, he is forced to rely on his own strengths more and more -- and when events at Spellshadow take a
truly shocking turn, it will take all that he has not to break... Prepare for a hair-raising ride.
Order now.
The Secret of Spellshadow Manor 3
The Gender Fall
The Secret of Spellshadow Manor 4
The Ultimate Shark Book for Kids: Plus Amazing Shark Photos
A Spell of Time
Shark Books

Heather Brewer, the New York Times bestselling author of THE CHRONICLES OF VLADIMIR TOD, brings this spin-off
series to a thrilling conclusion. All secrets will be revealed as Slayer Joss McMillan tracks a murderous vampire
terrorizing his hometown of Santa Clara. During his investigation, Joss comes head to head with old enemies
seeking revenge and faces the truth about his sister Cecile’s murder. Joss must use all of his skill to protect his
loved ones, even if it means paying the ultimate price.
Continue Violet and Viggo's heart-racing journey in the epic fifth book of The Gender Game series. Order now.
Hearts will tangle, romance will ignite... Continue the journey in A Tangle of Hearts. Order now! *Beware of
spoilers in the reviews below that are without spoiler alerts*
Continue Alex's journey in the twisty fourth book of the Spellshadow series. Order now *Beware of spoilers in the
reviews below that are without spoiler alerts*
The Test
Beautiful Monster 2
Ever Fire (A Dark Faerie Tale #2)

From the New York Times bestselling author of From a Drood to a Kill comes the next Secret
Histories adventure... The name is Drood, Eddie Drood, also known as Shaman Bond. My family
has been safeguarding humanity for generations, facing the hidden horrors of the world so you
can sleep at night and remain oblivious to the existence of the monstrous nightmares that
walk and stalk among us. Speaking of predatory night terrors, there is a man who gets away
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with murder. A man who specializes in removing the problems from other people’s lives, by
killing the people who cause those problems. He operates from the darkest shadows of the
hidden world, coming and going unseen. No-one knows who he is, just his nomme du muerte.
Dr. DOA. Somehow, this demented doc poisoned me. I don’t know how he did it, when or
where, but whatever is coursing through my veins seems to be immune to magic cures and
treatments. But that’s not going to stop me from finding him and whoever hired him and give
them both a taste of their own medicine...
"Nineteen-year-old Harley Merlin can sense people's emotions, among other things. It's how
she snagged her first job pinpointing cheaters at a casino. But she has no clue where she got
these freakish powers because she spent her childhood jumping from home to home in the
foster system, and her father left her with nothing more than a cryptic note. Then she crosses
paths with a terrifyingly real monster. Which is when a mysterious and annoyingly arrogant
young warlock named Wade Crowley steps in, introducing her to a hidden world of magicals
and covens riddled with secrets--as well as clues about her murky past"--Back cover.
When Daniel has to travel to San Francisco and needs an escort for a social event, the
beautiful Sabrina shows up on his doorstep. Little does he know that she's not an escort. Their
encounter quickly turns steamy until lies threaten to destroy their passionate affair. NOTE:
Teasing was previously published under the title Lawful Escort. Teasing, Enticing, and
Beguiling form the trilogy chronicling Daniel and Sabrina's love story. The Hamptons Bachelor
Club (contemporary romance): Teasing Enticing Beguiling Scorching Alluring Sizzling
Scanguards Vampires Series: Book 1: Samson's Lovely Mortal Book 2: Amaury's Hellion Book
3: Gabriel's Mate Book 4: Yvette's Haven Book 5: Zane's Redemption Book 6: Quinn's Undying
Rose Book 7: Oliver's Hunger Book 8: Thomas's Choice Book 8 1/2: Silent Bite (A Scanguards
Wedding) Book 9: Cain's Identity Book 10: Luther's Return Novella: Mortal Wish Book 11:
Blake's Pursuit Book 11 1/2: Fateful Reunion Book 12: John's Yearning Stealth Guardians
Series: Lover Uncloaked (#1) Master Unchained (#2) Warrior Unraveled (#3) Guardian
Undone (#4) Immortal Unveiled (#5) Protector Unmatched (#6) (pre-order) Venice Vampyr
Novella Series: Venice Vampyr (#1) Venice Vampyr (#2): Final Affair Venice Vampyr (#3):
Sinful Treasure Venice Vampyr (#4): Sensual Danger Venice Vampyr (#5): Wicked Seduction
(by Michele Hauf) Out of Olympus Series (A romantic comedy series about Greek Gods): Book
1: A Touch of Greek Book 2: A Scent of Greek Book 3: A Taste of Greek Book 4: A Hush of
Greek
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